Dr Howard Cafeteria Equipment Bid Questions and Answers


Are we required to do installation?
Storage and installation are required



Or will this just be delivered to the Service Center?
No



If we are required to do installation? Are we removing existing?
Not removing existing equipment



Will utilities be in place? Electric, Drain, Plumbing, gas etc..
Yes



Most of the equipment is very specific regarding vendor and model numbers.
Will the district accept any alternates on these items?
No alternates on items with specific make and models will be accepted.



The final item on the bid list is a three compartment sink that does mention
various vendor and include Eagle Group or equal. This usually means that we
can substitute a product that is equal quality of the Eagle sink. Are substitutes
that are equal to the Eagle sink acceptable on this item?
Alternatives to Eagle Group can only be Advance Tabco, Aero or Atlanta
Custom Fab.



Three compartment sink specification clarification:
ITEM # 51 THREE COMPARTMENT SINK
Manufacturer: Eagle Group or equal by Advance Tabco, Aero, Atlanta
Custom Fab, Universal Stainless, IEI, John Boos, or Nationwide
Model: FN2860-3-48-14/3
Sink, three compartment, stainless steel, with 48" left & right-hand
drainboards, 28" front-to-back x 20"W compartment, 16"D, with 10"H
splash, stainless steel open frame base, boxed crossrails, 2 set of faucet
holes, 14/304 stainless steel, NSF
Provide 1” turndown at backsplash
Secure the worktable to the wall using 16ga. Stainless steel “Z” clips
Individual fabricated sink bowls welded in place-14/304
All welded construction
Side splash when located next to wall



Is this replacing existing? If so, what are the makes and models?
It’s not replacing any equipment



Is everything being installed on the first floor?
Yes, the kitchen will be located on the first floor



Is there a loading dock available?
There will be no loading dock at Dr Howard

